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Abstract—In this paper we present a software defined radio
(SDR) based measurement framework that allows for simultaneous measurements of wireless communication channels over multiple bands. We present and discuss results of a wireless vehicularto-infrastructure multiband channel measurement campaign at
center frequencies of 3.2 GHz, 34.3 GHz and 62.35 GHz in a
street crossing scenario. The measurement is conducted using
a bandwidth of 155.5 MHz and a sounding repetition rate of
31.25 µs. We compare the measurements using the time-variant
power delay profile (PDP) and the Doppler spectral density
(DSD).
Index Terms—multiband, mmWave, wireless channel measurements, wireless channel sounding, software defined radio

I. I NTRODUCTION
According to the Cisco visual network index, mobile data
traffic will grow to 900 exabytes annually by 2022, compared
to 138 exabytes in 2017 [1]. The current sub-6 GHz frequency
bands are heavily utilized, hence, exploiting millimeter wave
(mmWave) bands is of highest importance. Typically used
for fixed wireless and small-cell applications, their utilization for vehicle-to-everything (V2X) or machine-to-machine
(M2M) communication with high reliability and ultra-low
latency requirements, demand a dedicated research effort.
Understanding channel properties at these higher frequencies
in different scenarios is key for designing protocols, algorithms
and hardware that are able to fulfill these ambitious goals.
While sub-6 GHz bands provide less bandwidth, propagation conditions are more advantageous, in particular showing
a lower isotropic free-space pathloss, and smaller sensitivity
to blockage. Consequently, a comparison of the propagation in
sub-6 GHz bands versus the mmWave bands is important for
system design, also in light of possible multiband transmission
where, e.g., basic information is transmitted in a low-frequency
band, while additional data is transmitted in the mmWave links
when they are available; this principle is well known from

non-standalone fifth generation (5G) systems [2]. Finally, the
information in one frequency band can be used to help channel
estimation and beam forming in the other band [3], [4].
Recent multiband measurements for static scenarios are
presented in [5]–[7]. In [5] the authors investigate a static
vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) multiband measurement at frequency
bands 6.75 GHz, 30 GHz and 60 GHz for a “T”-intersection.
The results show that significant scatterers are visible in
all frequency bands. Multiband measurements at 6.75 GHz,
30 GHz, 60 GHz and 73 GHz for a static V2V scenario under
the presence of vehicular blocking are presented in [6]. The
authors analyze the blockage loss of small blockers (vehicles)
and of large blockers (buses). Similar to [5], they found
that significant specular reflections in the 6.75 GHz bands
occur in both mmWave bands at 30 GHz and 60 GHz. The
authors of [7] presented simultaneous double-directional ultrawideband multiband measurements at 6.75 GHz, 33.75 GHz
and 60.75 GHz in street canyon scenarios. An analysis of the
aspects of scattering and large scale parameters in the different
bands is discussed.
Recent results of single band vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I)
mmWave measurements are presented in [8]–[10]. In [8], V2I
channel measurements at 28 GHz for 500 MHz bandwidth for
an expressway scenario are shown and multipath components
caused by static and moving objects like vehicles on the
expressway are identified. In [9], V2I channel measurements at
60 GHz with a bandwidth of 8 GHz are presented. The scenario
considers an overhead installation and evaluates the power
delay profile and the root mean square delay spread. In [10],
V2I channel measurements at 60 GHz with horn antennas at
different elevation angles are performed and different antenna
switching strategies are investigated.
Scientific contribution:
• We present a software defined radio (SDR) based channel

•

sounder for simultaneous channel measurements in three
different frequency bands.
In contrast to the already shown static multiband measurement we show first results for a V2I multiband
measurement for a street crossing scenario with moving transmitter (TX) at center frequencies of 3.2 GHz,
34.3 GHz and 62.35 GHz.
II. M EASUREMENT S ETUP

We perform channel sounding measurements simultaneously at 3.2 GHz, 34.3 GHz and 62.35 GHz to obtain the
time-variant channel transfer function Hi [m, q], where i indicates the frequency band. The time index is denoted by
m ∈ {0, . . . , M − 1} and the frequency index by q. We use
a multitone channel sounding approach for the measurements
(see Sec. II-C for more details on the sounding signal). In
order to make the results comparable across frequency bands,
we use antennas with comparable patterns. Namely a donutshaped omni-directional pattern at the TX and a directional
pattern at the receiver (RX). Vertically polarized antennas are
used for the measurement. The details of the antennas at the
TX and RX side and their positioning are given in Sec. II-A
and Sec. II-B, respectively.
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and 4.35 GHz intermediate frequency (IF) signals are upconverted using separate radio frequency (RF) up-conversion
stages, where the IF signals are mixed with a local oscillator
(LO) to obtain 34.3 GHz and 62.35 GHz, respectively. Each
up-conversion stage uses 90◦ -hybrid couplers to convert the
IF signal to I/Q signals. The LO signal is generated at
fLO-TX = 14.5 GHz by an Anritsu MG3690B signal generator
whose 10 MHz reference signal is obtained from the Rubidium
clock. Using a splitter, the LO signal is fed to both conversion
stages. For the 34.3 GHz stage the LO signal is doubled in
frequency by a Marki ADA-2050 doubler. A Marki MLIQ1845L mixes the 29 GHz LO signal with the 5.3 GHz I/Q
input signal to obtain the RF signal at 34.3 GHz. A Cernex
CBM18402023 is used for amplification. The up-conversion
stage for 62.35 GHz uses a Siversima FC1005V that consists of
a frequency quadrupler and I/Q mixer integrated in one device.
The Siversima is modified to allow for an external LO input.
The LO signal is quadrupled to 59 GHz and mixed with the
4.35 GHz IF I/Q signal to obtain the RF signal at 62.35 GHz.
As amplifier a Quinstar QPW-50662330-C1 is utilized.
Custom-built omni-directional monopole antennas are utilized as TX antennas. For 34.3 GHz and 62.35 GHz, λ/4
monopole antennas with metallic ground planes are used. The
shape of the ground plane is rectangular for 34.3 GHz and
circular for 62.35 GHz. The ground plane size is about 14 λ in
the 34.3 GHz band and about 12 λ in the 62.35 GHz band. At
3.2 GHz a λ/4 monopole antenna with radials is used to attain
a comparable pattern at reduced size.
The equipment is fixed on a breadboard with size
60×60 cm2 . It is a solid aluminum breadboard with a grid of
through-tapped mounting holes. The breadboard is mounted on
luggage racks on the cars’ rooftop as shown in Fig. 2. Optical
posts are used to fix the 34.3 GHz and 62.35 GHz transmit
antennas. The antenna heights are chosen such that the ground
planes are on the same height. The antennas are mounted in
a straight line towards driving direction with the 62.35 GHz
antenna in the front, followed by the 34.3 GHz and the 3.2 GHz
antenna.
34.3 GHz

mounted on car rooftop

62.35 GHz

3.2 GHz

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the TX.

A. Transmitter
At the TX, shown in Fig. 1, two National Instruments (NI)
universal software radio peripheral (USRP) 2954R [11] SDRs
generate multitone based sounding signals with a bandwidth
of 155.5 MHz at center frequencies 3.2 GHz, 4.35 GHz and
5.3 GHz, respectively. The USRPs are controlled by an NI
PXIe-1082. Synchronization and triggering is performed via
a Rubidium clock. The 10 MHz and pulse per second (PPS)
signals are distributed to the two USRPs simultaneously for
synchronization.
The 3.2 GHz sounding signal is amplified by a Minicircuits ZVA-183G-S+ power amplifier (PA). The 5.3 GHz

Fig. 2. Transmit antennas mounted on car rooftop.

B. Receiver
The RX, shown in Fig. 3, is built similarly to the TX.
Three USRPs record the received sounding signals at the three
frequency bands simultaneously. The USRPs are controlled by
an NI PXIe-1085 equipped with a RAID hard disk that stores

the measurement data. Synchronization is done via a Rubidium
clock. The 10 MHz and PPS signals are distributed via a
clock distribution device to all three USRPs simultaneously
for synchronization.
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the RX. Note that the IF frequencies are chosen
differently at the RX to avoid IF crosstalk.

For 3.2 GHz, the receive antenna is connected to the USRP
RF input via a cable. For 34.3 GHz and 62.35 GHz, low noise
amplifiers (LNAs) with down-conversion stages are utilized.
The 34.3 GHz down-conversion stage consists of the same
components as the up-conversion stage. We use a Cernex
CBLU 20403575 as LNA. A bandpass filter, not shown in
the figure, filters the output signal of the LNA. Due to
limited output power of the available signal generators, two
separate signal generators are used to generate the LO signal
at fRX-LO = 15 GHz. For the 34.3 GHz stage the LO signal is
generated by an Agilent 83752A signal synthesizer. The LO
signal is doubled in frequency and mixed with the 34.3 GHz
RF signal to obtain the IF signal at 4.3 GHz which is received
by the USRP. The 62.35 GHz down-conversion stage uses
a Quinstar QLW-50754530-I2 LNA, which is followed by a
Siversima FC1003V mixer with quadrupled LO input. For LO
generation we use a Keysight MXG N5183B. The LO signal
is quadrupled in frequency and mixed with the 62.35 GHz RF
signal to obtain the IF signal at 2.35 GHz which is provided
to the USRP RF input via cable.
The directional RX antennas are mounted on a tripod as
shown in Fig. 4. For 3.2 GHz a patch array antenna with
17◦ half power beam width (HPBW) and 18 dBi gain is used,
for 34.3 GHz a Fairview SMH128KR-20 standard gain horn
antenna with 18.3◦ HPBW and 20 dBi gain is utilized and
for 62.35 GHz a Pasternack PE-9881-20 conical horn antenna
with 18◦ HPBW and 20 dBi gain is utilized. The center of
the 3.2 GHz patch antenna is mounted 159 cm above ground
level. The distance between 3.2 GHz patch and 34.2 GHz horn
antenna is 34.8 cm and 64 cm between patch and conical
horn antenna. We permanently monitor the received signal’s
spectrum to detect possible interference signals.
C. Sounding Signal
A complex baseband multitone signal (orthogonal frequency
division multiple access (OFDM) based) is used to capture

Fig. 4. Receive antennas mounted on a pole of a tripod.

the channel characteristics [12], [13]. The multitone signal
consists of Q = 311 subcarriers. We choose the subcarrier
spacing of ∆f = 1/T = 500 kHz, with T the period of the
sounding signal, such that we achieve a maximum excess delay
of τmax = 2 µs. Hence, the effective sounding bandwidth is
B = Q∆f = 155.5 MHz.
We use the method of [14] to obtain a multitone signal
with a crest factor of 1.25 (see [12] for more details). The
sounding signal is constructed by concatenating five repetitions
of the multitone signal as shown in Fig. 5. This leads to a total
sounding signal length of 5T = 10 µs. We use the first period
T of the sounding signal as cyclic prefix (CP).
At the RX, the sounding signal is sampled and stored.
Due to CP OFDM resemblance of the sounding signal, the
frequency domain signal at the RX is directly obtained by a
discrete fast Fourier transform (FFT). Two repetitions of the
multitone signal are used to obtain an oversampled frequency
domain signal. Since the sounding signal is known at the RX,
the calibrated channel transfer function is obtained by dividing
the received sounding signal by the known sounding signal for
every second subcarrier, i.e., [12]
Ĥ[q] =

Y [q]
X[q]Ĥ RF [q]

,

(1)

where Ĥ RF [q] is the calibration transfer function of the RF
chains, q is the subcarrier index, X[q] are the known complex
weights of the sounding signal at the different subcarriers
and Y [q] are the complex weights of the subcarriers after
downsampling. The calibration function is obtained by connecting TX with RX directly via attenuators and measuring the
transfer function. For better signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the
calibration transfer function it is averaged over 64 repetitions.
For each frequency band the same principle is used. The
longest recorded measurement time is 30 s. The time in-

terval between sounding signals is TR = 31.25 µs. Using
fDmax = 1/(2TR ) this allows Doppler estimation up to a
relative velocity of vmax = c0 fDmax/fc = c0/2TR fc =76.93 m/s,
where c0 is the speed of light and fc is the carrier frequency
of the highest frequency band.
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Fig. 5. Sounding Signal structure.
Fig. 6. Overview of scenario [15]. A car approaches a “T”-intersection and
stops. The directive horn antennas are pointed towards the road intersection.
On the right side of the road there is a metallic fence with metallic pillars.

D. Synchronization
At TX and RX, Precision Test Systems GPS10eR Rubidium
clocks provide a 10 MHz reference signal with low phase noise
and a PPS signal for timing synchronization between TX and
RX. Before the measurement starts, the RX Rubidium clock
is connected via coaxial cables to the TX Rubidium clock and
disciplined. The TX Rubidium clock acts as primary clock
source. After synchronization of about one hour and after a
calibration measurement, the Rubidium clocks are separated
and both clocks are set to free-run mode [12].
III. S CENARIO D ESCRIPTION
We conduct channel measurements for a V2I scenario in
an industrial area in Vienna. The TX car passes the RX that
is placed on the left side of the street, approaches a “T”intersection with traffic lights and stops. The RX antennas are
pointed towards the stop point at the road intersection. During
the measurement a car parked directly at the road intersection
(see Fig.6)
IV. M EASUREMENT E VALUATION
A. Local Scattering Function
For measurement evaluation the local scattering function
(LSF) is utilized. With the time-variant frequency transfer
function H[m, q] the estimate of the LSF is given as
IJ−1
X
2
ˆ t ; n, p] = 1
C[k
H(Gw ) [kt ; n, p] .
IJ w=0

(2)

with the Doppler index p ∈ {−M/2 . . . , M/2 − 1} and the
delay index n ∈ {0, . . . , Q − 1}. The delay and Doppler shift

resolution are defined by τs = 1/Q∆f and νs = 1/M TR . The
windowed frequency response is
M/2−1

H(Gw ) [kt ; n, p] =

X

Q/2
X

H[m + M kt , q]

m=−M/2 q=−Q/2

· Gw [m, q]e−j2π(pm−nq) ,

(3)

where the tapers Gw [m, q] are two-dimensional discrete prolate spheroidal (DPS) sequences as shown in detail in [16],
[17]. The number of tapers in the time and frequency domain
is set to I = 2 and J = 1, respectively [16], [18].
For a first analysis of the measurement results we choose
M = 3200, which corresponds to an observation duration
of 100 ms. For a velocity of v = 10 m/s (see velocity in
presented figures), this corresponds to a calculation of the LSF
over a spatial window of approximately 10.67 λ1 for 3.2 GHz,
114.33 λ2 for 34.3 GHz and 207.33 λ3 for 62.35 GHz, with
λi , i ∈ {1, . . . , 3} being the wavelengths of the different
frequency bands. The best choice of the stationarity region
length is under investigation.
We calculate the power delay profile (PDP) and Doppler
spectral density (DSD) as the expectation of the LSF over the
Doppler domain or the delay domain, respectively:
n
o
ˆ t ; n, p] = 1
P̂τ [kt ; n] = Ep C[k
M

M/2−1

X

ˆ t ; n, p],
C[k

(4)

p=−M/2

Q−1
n
o
X
ˆ t ; n, p] = 1
ˆ t ; n, p].
C[k
P̂ν [kt ; p] = En C[k
Q n=0

(5)

To allow for a better comparability between different frequency bands we normalize the Doppler shifts of the DSDs

to their respective wavelength obtaining normalized Doppler
shifts or velocities
vi = fD,i λi ,
(6)

more wavelengths for the evaluation of the LSF at higher
center frequencies.

and show the normalized DSDs over time in the plots discussed in the next section.

In this paper we presented the structure of an SDR based
channel sounder that allows for truly simultaneous channel
measurements at multiple frequency bands. We showed first
results of a V2I multiband measurement campaign at the
frequency bands 3.2 GHz, 34.3 GHz and 62.35 GHz for a “T”intersection with mobile transmitter. By choosing antennas
with comparable antenna patterns, i.e., omni-directional antenna patterns at the TX and directional antenna patterns
at the RX for the different frequency bands we allow for
comparability of the measurement results. The results indicate
that the bands show strong similarities in terms of PDP and
DSD, however, certain aspects are only visible at higher center
frequencies for a fixed observation window length.

B. Analysis of PDPs and DSDs
Furthermore, we normalize the power of the PDPs
and DSDs by their respective maxima within their frequency band, i.e., for each frequency band we calculate
P̂τN [kt ; n] = P̂τ [kt ; n]/maxkt ;n (P̂τ [kt ; n]) and P̂νN [kt ; n] =
P̂ν [kt ; n]/maxkt ;n (P̂ν [kt ; n]) We define the dynamic range
(DR) as the difference between maximum power and noise
floor of each frequency band, where the noise floor is calculated by the median (see [18]). For a fair comparison, we
choose the DR to be the smallest one of the three bands. We set
values smaller than the DR to be the value of the corresponding
noise floor. The plots in Fig. 7-9 show the measurement results
of the “T”-intersection scenario, where the car stops at the
traffic light. Since the car did not move afterwards we limit
the displayed time to 25 s.
In Figures 7(a) - 9(a) we see the time-variant PDPs. We limit
the displayed delay to 1 µs, since no significant components
were observed for larger delays. Since the directional antennas
are pointing towards the road intersection only little energy
contribution is observed within the first 10 seconds of the
measurement. A comparison of the PDPs reveals similar
structures in all three frequency bands. Specifically, e.g., the
line-of-sight component is clearly visible.
The normalized time-variant DSDs are shown in Figures
7(b)-9(b). While the TX moves towards the RX the velocity
is positive. At 11.6 s the TX passes the RX and the main
velocity component becomes negative, since the TX moves
away from the RX. For the chosen DR certain scatterers from
seconds 9 to 11, caused by e.g., lamp posts and other metallic
objects that are visible in the 3.2 GHz band are not visible in
the mmWave bands. We consider the increased path loss at
mmWave bands as possible reason for that. Furthermore, an
increased directionality of reflected components at mmWave
frequencies could also lead to the decreased visibility. An
interesting structure can be observed within seconds 12 to
17. The plots show distinctive Doppler components at the
bands 34.3 GHz and 62.35 GHz. The Doppler components
form almost parallel lines and spread from positive to negative
Doppler shift. Compared to the 34.3 GHz, the number of lines
is higher in the 62.35 GHz band, in the 3.2 GHz the structure
is not visible. A first assessment of these results considers a
metallic fence with straight metallic pillars located on the right
side of the road in driving direction (as indicated in Fig. 6)
to be the reason for the distinctive Doppler components. The
fence has a regular grid structure with metallic pillars at a
distance of around 2.5 m and a height of 2.1 m. The vertical
wires of the meshed grid are spaced 5 cm, while horizontal
wires are spaced 11 cm apart. It should be noted that the
observation window used for evaluating the LSF considers

V. C ONCLUSION
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